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ABSTRACT 

 
The paper aims to optimize the best path or route with two primary parameters: Cost and Distance 

in order to solve the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) using Ant Colony Optimization algorithm (ACO). The 
Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm is widely used in artificial intelligence, where in they are used to find the 
best optimized path to travel. The algorithm can be applied in many fields such as networking and cloud 
based techniques. To add more effectiveness to this algorithm, the time schedule was initialled. Analysing 
the current state in computing fields, the users hold minimum time to traverse a packet from one node to 
another or assign job to the block which has the fast executing time or search and retrieve information from 
various sources. While the above examples integrate with one common factor, ie: - the best or shortest 
path, the ACO algorithm which is more reliable in solving the entire problem on the flow.However the 
resultant path may vary according to numerous numbers of problems. The problem is solved using a two-
fold measure involving cost and distance. Hence the improvements are made in the algorithm by increasing 
the simulation speed through the number of ants involved.  
Keywords: ACO, TSP, parameter-based, optimized path. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Among several optimization techniques Ant Colony Optimization algorithm supports most of the high 
end optimization problems, which regards with traditional as well modern computing. Since Optimization 
Algorithms are mathematically proven, when specifically taking the ACO Algorithm, marks its standard by 
performing steadily in arranging the particle or the nodes in a sequential order as well as rectifying the 
practical solution of any capable quadratic populations. However a general Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm 
finds the nearer path among the specified single source to n number of destination. This primary strategy 
behind this algorithm paved its way to many evolutions, like: 

 

 To find the shortest path between two vertices 

 To find the determined distance in Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) 

 To find the arrangement and order in the protein structure, and so on. 
 

The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a symbolic of a large class of problems called as 
combinatorial optimization problems. In the traditionalTSP, the salesman must visit all the cities only once and 
return to the initial point of the city in order to end the tour. Each city can be arrived from every other city and 
for each couple of cities; there is metric that determines the cost/distance/time between them. The ultimate 
aim of the problem is to get a tour of length which is minimal in terms of cost/distance/time on a fully 
connected graph [13]. 

 
The Practical implementation of ACO algorithm primarily relies upon the updates of ants by the 

pheromone; however it serves to be a repeated process of new ants to exiting pheromones and vice versa. 
Once the Algorithm had reached its maximum capacity of time, the instant updates of ants and the 
pheromones in getting the optimized path comes to an end. Moreover the main reason behind the instant 
updates of the pheromones is due to the flow convergence, suppose if the pheromones remain in same 
optimal value then every new and existing ants would take the referred path to reach the distance. However 
this would bring to an inaccurate solution, since every ant will follow the same direction as the first ant had 
travelled. Eventually by this approach all the ants would take the single path itself. Therefore the pheromones 
plays a vital role in limiting the number of ants to depend upon it as well a mode of effective communication, 
so that they continue to search the optimal path until it reaches the end of time. While the ants are in still 
search of the shortest path, they keep maintaining their vicinity in an end to end path, ie:-Source to 
Destination and Destination to Source. Thus they will never deviate from its place. Now the question is how it 
had found the shortest path? However the answer remains in this same paragraph, it has been discovered that 
the ants obtain the shortest route to its source back from the destination by finding the pheromones which 
had occurred for the maximum number of trials. 

 
Due to the limitation of space that has been carried in a radial distribution throughout the algorithm, 

two primary parameters are defined: Cost and Time 
 

A successful optimized path is always when it comes with an affordable cost, which basically 
estimates an active power to decide the captured route to travel. However the Algorithms situation accuracy is 
estimated by the time limit, satisfying the all updating iterations by the pheromones. After the main trial and 
the end of the time, the Algorithms give the result taking the shortest path which holds the minimum cost. As 
the availability of cost calculation provided on all the proposed distances, the growth of the rate per distant 
elevate as per the new best length donated by the worker ants. However it is subsequently difficult to 
distribute the work by a single ant with overloaded destinations. Thus an inclined service will be followed up. 
Hence the classical numbers of ants that will forward subsequently to encountered points are defined; this is 
preserved by the time utilization in order to avoid any inevitable situations. The work of the pheromone trial 
will be populated only with a condition when a wondered amount of worker ants begins to traverse by 
encountering the trace.  
 

EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

Previously rest of the application about Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm suggest the proper 
solution set for the shortest distance in networking, computing and medical level etc. We would be 
formulating a unique movement which started in the culture of robotics, along the side when we travel 
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robotics is a field of artificial intelligence which can be elected to move around the place to perform all the 
scheduled work. However the scenario of Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm had been tested by researchers 
functioning with number of robots who were maintaining non linear destination, which had possibly proved to 
have the shortest distance discovered, thus collecting the pheromone encountered through the performance 
of Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm [1-2]. This provided an operation implementation determining the 
distance and time limit as its coupled variants [3].  

 
But a problem with cost effectiveness dealt in the flow, this had caused for a better solution 

improving the system of optimised path, where the behaviour of unexpected constrains are taken into serious 
account marked by Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm. This had solved a desirable amount of radial traffic 
distribution [4].  

 
Supporting the effectiveness for this application, the researcher’s implemented the algorithm with 

cost diminished policy [5-6]. The characteristic of Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) experimented several 
pheromone task which were globally updated in some cases and locally done in other cases. It is through the 
pheromone update, the ants find the shortest path across many cities or destination which takes place in a 
given set of time. When this approach is compared with high level change to the updates of ants, considering a 
number of ants taking part at given degree of task using the pheromone varying from iteration to iteration, 
while other ants are still accommodated in their sources even without a trail move outside to destinations that 
remains all free. The worker ant’s watch for shortest path found by the other intelligent ants, this pheromone 
captures the static ant to design in the optimised path by improving a rate of best choice which paves the way 
for even more faster computation to obtain the solution [7]. Now this introduces a mature computation that 
can generate a brief path with a perspective control on pheromones released, that attracts the intelligent ants. 
With the probability of time to distance, we much make sure that the worker ants have serviced to the entire 
block [8-9]. 

 
In the past works, every Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm confirmed the shortest path around the 

architecture, which had globally improved the computing applications. Currently many chosen services are 
encountered by Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm, whose functioning is loaded to the pheromone and the 
obstacle. Referring to several inclined constraints where performance to the algorithm depends on the 
parameters that had been reserved for the purpose [10]. However the parameters influencing the formula 
have the larger performance situation in an overloaded state. Therefore not only it detects the shortest path 
but also the concept built for any conditional systems [11]. 

 
The simulation of Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm utilizes the specific assigned time variant to the 

implementation; however the factor depends on the optimised path. But considering the number of worker 
ants, serves the whole algorithm to an effective resource. Thus the reliability of the Ant Colony Optimization 
Algorithm correctly schedules on how fast the simulation deposits. With a limited trial time the ants follow the 
same block, thus it leads to negative optimization path. The faster the condition are influenced to deal the 
generous the resource is adjacent with the algorithm [8][12]. 

 
Investigating all the probability of the grounded destinations, which remain statically empty in most 

of the computing services like cloud, packet transfer and job assigning etc, if all the certain work are assigned 
to one block irrespective of its density? We suggest the network utilizes focused distribution with a provided 
synchronization of jobs; the main idea about Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm is to pick up possible network 
by originating the worker ants into the formula. Thereby according to this algorithm the ants frequently 
encounter all thee defined destinations. This makes sure that the given variant of ants satisfies the presented 
architecture in parallel process leaving not any path unravelled. This selects the scope for Ant Colony 
Optimization Algorithm in choosing the entire centre [8]. 
 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm serves the purpose of artificial intelligence, that generally follow 
all the effectible method to determine a conventional utilization of time with the number of worker ants 
within the algorithm in wandering around the path to generate a rapid solution for optimization. The main 
deal about Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm to diverse the ants initially through the large rate of flowing 
pheromones. We consider the optimised solution is the biggest rate of shortest distance is by two factors:- 
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 Every new availability of the pheromones calculates the new description of neighbourhood place 

 Influential transaction of the ants are dynamically satisfies the predictable occurred pheromones. 
 

ACO has been serves the judgement of supportive technique that mathematically simulates the 
improved link to traverse in a balancing network. By the factor we understand that the foundation of 
pheromones is a natural resource which is extremely a non linear multiplier, which flows as a fact in the 
evolution of way the ants take to flow. The very capable search produces more pheromones, which are likely 
learnt by the other presented ants. Regardless of the equation, the minimised boundary as the shortest path 
gives the required active match of the specified ants reactive to that particular region. The positive vicinity is 
obtained when other ants naturally flow in the same route. By this the unvisited pheromones are taken away. 
The ants are positioned to some information, such as:- 

 

 It is defined to be path obtained. To test its visibility is an unsuccessful completion. Thus it is locally 
active along with other ants and globally empty if it serves as single. 

 The accuracy and distribution in its computation developed in a bunch, whereas it fails to give result 
in an independent automation. 

 Around the globe the existing resource of every ant is in the same cloud of drastically provided 
pheromones. 

 To donate the computation with the proposed ACO processes the logically achieved node suggested 
holding a much smaller route. The result is made available by the contributed services to the head 
node and tail node. 
 
Most of the redistributed directions encountered by the ants are along the length which serves to 

have the most densely rich secretion of the pheromones.This unique algorithm selects the elected result in a 
way through the trailing of overloaded ants that are particularly allocated to a dependable to the freshly 
stored pheromones.Influencing the overloaded network that makes the stated approach over the iteration 
describes an update to be utilized which is effectively identified to be its own path.Mattering the present 
visual finding that rule the transaction of this Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm, now the improvement is 
calculates when the un-utilized ants exist with the donated trial. This structure an even time, which denotes 
the number of worker ants, will not contribute the time waste by networking in un-distributed path. At the 
end, the relative ability is obtained with used path, thus the proposed pheromones deposited by the ants are 
taken away at the later continues process. 

 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

 
With the traditional system of Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm presents the 1.Number of worker-

ants that give a satisfied result and the 2.Total number of presented cities or destinations or nodes.  Therefore 
the optimal allocation of an ant using a path from one city to another will be:- 

 

=  

 
-Where,  will be the strategy of the ant n’s optimal probability in taking the route from source i to 

destination j 
-  Will be, the pheromone load laid source i to destination j 

-  Will be, the organized strength of the path with an inverse task to the length of it, by taking the available 

two parameter x and y 
 
If x=0, when the presented ant takes just by the shortest distance. 
 
If y=0, when all the ants finally chooses with the experiment of the updated pheromone visibility.However the 
value of the route taken will be E. 
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- Will be, the instantly available destinations that are not so adapted by the ant n. 

 
Thus after all the ants experiencing the simulated path, they come back to their nearer source i from 

the destination k at the virtual supported pheromone modelling. 
 

=  

 
 Will be, the amount pheromone laid by the ant dynamically to path from i to j.  

 Will be, the developed length followed by the ant n. 

 Will be, the constant that decides the shortest path 

 
After the experimentation by ant in the scenario of sectional trading of pheromone laid that is able to 

support to every dynamic new path is 
 

 

 
where  will be, the enabled new virtual ants, which are experimenting to satisfy a route dynamically back 

to the source. 
 
However, balancing the simulation is presented by the continuous served removal of pheromones attracted. 
The abstract evaporation investigates to create virtual new path to trace around the architecture.  
 

= (1-ep)  

 
Thus ep will be the decided pheromones that are set on a removal. 
 
For which, it is defined as 0 ≤ ep ≥ 1. 

 
EXPERIMENTATION AND DISCUSSION 

 
With the ability to choose the right shortest path by the way of more ants that simulates the 

environment, as s switch that encounters to be the pheromones, thus the optimal work model for Ant Colony 
Optimization Algorithm is selected as:-The first iteration with some initial trial of random pheromones, which 
serves as the compatible constrains is preceded at the early degree of balancing the optimization. The 
experiment will finish their trip to satisfy the condition after which the process reserves the best moved 
solution to distribute the chosen minimized length and maximum introduced pheromones.It becomes heavy 
computation after the make span with the optimization, hence the worker ants will accommodate their 
achieved task to settle down permanently and kill themselves.The goes the process of deploying essential ants 
for the style of better transaction. 

 
After the several experiment we dynamically follow the optimization computation. With the 

development of Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm, that efficiently focuses the result of analysing the shortest 
grid among the organised allocation. This proposed work instantiate with the service of two promoted 
parameters. The strategy supports the physically given distance considers the request of cost functionality, 
that forces the scheduled algorithms to lay the computed result that positively manages to hold a position, 
where the value tabulates  the optimal update of distance possessing the lowest cost of completed minimal 
distance. With tour the comprehensive highest cost defines the reservation of maximum distance. Thus the 
path of the degree that iterates the make span of lowest distance is better to an effective cost vector. The 
applied result from the proposed algorithms present the role of pheromone character and how they 
satisfyingly evaporate, since the setup converges with the rate of pheromone update, that is when the 
optimised stage of relative path are recognised. With the utilization of Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm, 
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randomly the decisions are ensured that considers the pheromones: Increase, Decrease and Evaporation.  
 
An access has been given where the nodes or cities broadly suggested taking the number of 50. 

However the selection of ants to search the destination over committing the obstacles upon the pheromone 
would be the number of 20. This headed various update following the trace of new pheromone, to discover 
the influencing optimization, an edge has been placed that concentrate the network the threshold of 100 
perspective of the time given in the situation. With the fact of having time circumstances, the behaviour of the 
trail is chosen with accordance to the new approximate value of the increasing pheromone. While the flow of 
the coefficient is modified as the movement in the algorithm, an unlimited number of loop iteration reaches 
the trial. However as per the visibility of the time, the control of the computation sets a signature of 
completed match. Thus the accuracy of the operation is encountered while new pheromones are 
accomplished after every desired trial.  

 
With this method of Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm delivers tan optimal service on the account of 

17 circumstances over 50 destinations. Thus it eventually follows the intra domain diverse in accordance to the 
most occurred pheromones that occupied the factor of cost situation. Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm 
drastically reduced the problem of length between the links and generates the sure node that is proposing the 
cost of 4 per unit. At last, the algorithm got the implementation that proved the variance in parameter; 
however it realised to generate minimum length with the capacity of 58.0, chosen as per the completion of the 
past and current computation. The total supported expense to find the rough efficient optimization of Ant 
Colony Algorithm is recorded. . Hence, the experimental result showing the cost of the workload will be 232 
units. Concentration the organization of the registered nodes which itself centred based on independent 
service. The rule for the path is comprehensively scheduled on distributed model, which is evenly recorded in 
miles or kilometre by experiment. Thus hybridizing that is eventually varying from 1.0 to 10.0 units. 

 
The section of the Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm supports the connection of trials and updating 

that is appropriate to the infrastructure, deployed with 50 destinations. Not only this scheduling optimizes the 
path and contributes different style of allocations to the user, but also this registry introduces the two most 
helpful functions that every optimization should posses this ability. Thus the performance of Ant Colony 
Optimization Algorithm sets the processor with a recorded performance, where each situation of the best 
realistic trial is incorporated in their serviced job function. 

 
A function that returns some serviced technique that is potentially capable to work in order to reveal 

the shortest path within the independent location, which is calculated on a demand of job which the probable 
number of ants expected to search with the aspect of schedule updations. 

 
Another function which minimizes the basis utilization of distance by the task that loads better on a 

trial of new turn of provided pheromones. 
 

The iteration is carried out for the individual function ensuring the computational formula that 
suggest about the Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm within the network of processed cities. Thus the 
structure explains the flow of the job where all a new destination has been encountered. This exactly selects 
the permanent aspect that utilizes the regional optimization of the first iteration and the current set calls the 
following. 
 

 The edge of overloaded trial 

 The updated next desirable node 

 The frequent variance to maintain the move 

 Classical load to an edge threshold of trial 

 The unitized traced target 
 

The problem that is at the evolutionary basis has converted to a huge determined solution to the 
proposed Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm that evolves an optimal solution that accumulates the foraging 
behaviour of the pheromones that sets a value according to the next node. To solve load counter due to the 
limitation of radial process, the proposed algorithms had determined the modelling variable to follow the intra 
domain flow. Until this, the distribution is made for the idea class scope to reduce the backtracking. The 
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generated situations from any node influence the services of alpha and beta. 
 
Initialization Phase 
 

To depict the problem data enter, every solution in this regard lays graph task. Thereafter the length 
related with every city will be submitted. We utilize the reservation probability through an experimentation, 
which assumes the optimal solution. The situation is evaluated by having a converged function with user 
defined execution task. The search is busy responsive request for all the desired service. Also the design is 
available by an attractive stage, where the service of the city is scheduled in minimum size of deposited array. 
The solution to set the growth of the proposed path was drastically completed in this paper, based the 
provided idea of another such predominant array. This concept comes to contribute the utilization of broadly 
selected destination. However in this classical origination, the preceding method to eliminate expanded way is 
built and evaluated converged solvable distance by an active parameter oriented function. Table1 list the 
initialized data.  

 
Variables Values 

No.of Nodes 24 

No. of Ants 6 

Maximum Time 100 

Cost Per Unit 5 

Pheromone Factor 3 

Local Node Factor 2 

Pheromone Evaporation 0.01 

Pheromone Deposition 2 

 
Table 1: Input Data 

 
Processing phase 
 

Ant Colony Optimization mechanism is proportional to presented growth of trial parameters. This 
case was quite validated for active power behavior, thus transported a dependable flow in a wider program 
requirements. In this real implementation regardless of visited layers and the available service a meta-
heuristics transmission to the contained solution was dominated throughout the operation. Table2 lists the 
sample processing phase data.  

 
Distance Time Cost 

88 0 440 

81 1 405 

78 2 390 

77 3 385 

72 4 360 

67 5 335 

53 6 265 

47 8 235 

39 9 195 

37 15 185 

33 16 165 

31 22 155 

 
Table 2: Sample Processing Stage Data 

 
The fact is this flow subjective mechanism was sectioned to solve the substantial set of units and the 

constructed significantly chosen individual was developed with high voltage utilization provided with donated 
performance and qualitative task. 
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Reachable Results 
 

The algorithm commits the subsequent service to improve the encountered entities, tracing the 
maintenance trade –off parameters. The originating achieved nodes in distributed imitated colonies are set, 
that aids the environment to balance the comprehensive performance threshold. Hence the individual space in 
this optimal computation is mutually accommodated for a dynamic scheduling task. This model distribute all 
the high rated link to the shorter set up and acquires the point of 100 attracted units of optimization time.The 
loaded domains will generate the context of service visited optimization cost, the ants walk to the considered 
mathematical path versus the unpredictable supported path within the route of multi-layer cooperating 
variance. During this mutation, the conventional intensity of stepwise iteration stops and develops a proof of 
creative result selecting the area of continuous walk through that becomes redistributed origination. The 
exploration for the encountered particulate is set on the current feasible charge with 5 allocated units per 
trailing. Table3 portrays the output obtained.  

 
Variables Values 

Best Trail Obtained 8 14 9 10 15 12 2 1 21 20 17 16 19 13 3 
18 4 23 22 6 7 5 11 0 

Length of the Best Trial 31.0 

Cost of the Best Trial 155 

Total No of Best Routes found 12 

 
Table 3: Output Data 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm implemented in this paper, experimentally optimised the best 

path supporting the two major parameters: Cost and Time. However the prevailing concepts of Ant Colony 
Optimization Algorithm except for few factors to set the cost based distance and distance based cost. Having 
the main focus upon finding the shortest path, the result was obtained with comparatively minimum cost or 
the shortest path by spending increased cost, the worker ants are sent to several numbers of nodes with 
holding their time limit. Random trials are invoked by the pheromones, in which the ants where assigned to 
specified destination and they began to find its source within the range given in the Algorithm. The new ants 
were added to the existing pheromones and the existing pheromones were added to the new ants, this cycle 
continued until the time limit reaches.Thus, this updated Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm is definitely few 
steps ahead of the prevailing ones. 
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